
The Primary Suspects 
 

 
Dr. Ernest Terrence Mars (but you can call him E.T.): A 
renowned scientist and an expert in the field of alien research.  His flu 
eradication drug, Tetracyclonine, will be the talk of the medical world 
after he completes Phase 2 of the testing.  The question you, as a 
volunteer test subject, may be asking is, "do aliens have anything to 
do with this and should I get out now while I still can?" 
 
Ana Graham: E.T.'s sexy new assistant.  She sure doesn't look like a 
lab assistant but who are we to judge.  E.T. seems quite taken by her. 
 
Wanda Frohicky: She's the President of The Roswell Raiders, a 
group made up of folks who've been abducted and/or probed by aliens 
one or more times.  She knows E.T. Mars is up to no good and 
desperately wants to shut him down. Wanda and Harry Truman were 
once engaged until he broke up with her a few weeks ago. 
 
Harry Truman: E.T.'s security guard.  He's also a former member of 
The Roswell Raiders, having been probed by aliens at least once.  A 
real geek with big ideas and big plans (read: fantasies) who loves 
action movies and romance novels.  
 
Rocco Rosetti:  A test subject. He doesn't appear to be the brightest 
bulb in the chandelier but then again how smart does one have to be 
to volunteer themselves as a test subject for an experimental drug? 
 
Lila Jones: The new cleaning woman for the compound.  We figured 
we’d mention her - just in case. 
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CASE 

INSTRUCTIONS 
 

YOUR JOB IS TO SOLVE THIS 
CASE! 

 
• GET UP OUT OF YOUR CHAIR! 

• Question, eavesdrop on & tail suspects.  

• Examine the physical evidence.   

• Read this program for crime details. 

• Don’t hesitate to ask the other participants 
questions or present your theories to them. 

• Fill out your Detective’s Evidence Report 
(INCLUDING YOUR NAME, PLEASE). 

 

 

TThhee  CCrriimmee  SScceennee  
 
 

The place: The laboratory compound and 
research center of Dr. E.T. Mars, a 
renowned scientist and an expert in the field 
of alien research. 

The event: Phase 2 testing stage for "the 
latest breakthrough in flu eradication 
technology" namely Tetraclyclonine, a drug 
that Dr. Mars claims will eliminate the flu 
virus from the human race. 

Or so he says. 

Truth be told, nothing is at it seems. 

 

We'd tell you more, but then we'd have to 
kill you. 



 

 

 

 

TIMELINE EXAMPLE YOU CAN INCLUDE IN YOUR 
PROGRAMS: 

7:00 Meet your primary suspects. Get into detective mode as 
you have a cocktail and enjoy the appetizers.  

Be prepared – anything can happen at any time! 

7:30 First course will be served.  Remember, death has no 
timetable! 

More action – are you ready? 

7:50 Main course will be served – with a side of murder of 
course. 

Have you questioned your suspects? Perused the evidence? 

Are you even close to solving this?  The time is drawing near… 

8:30 Our deadly dessert is served - and so is the solution to the 
mystery. 
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